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are serviced by Constant Contact. Randy is very friendly, knowledgeable, and professional. He
understood I was there to do research and was not ready to buy and was very helpful. Read at
Google. Hands down the best HD dealership out there. Cayden and Jeff go out of their way to
make sure you leave happy. I drive an extra hour from my closest dealer just to go here instead.
Thanks again! The experience was amazing. The staff was so friendly and helpful. Since
opening the doors of Avalanche Harley-Davidson to the wider Denver community in , the
Veracka family team of Paul, Michael, and Dave has watched with pride as the dealership has
grown to fulfill their vision. What does that vision look like? Avalanche Harley-Davidson is
currently the largest vendor of Harley-Davidson bikes in the entire state of Colorado, with over
new bikes and pre-owned models in stock at any time. Colfax Avenue in Golden, CO. Open
Today! Look for this link on your favorites: Save. Phone: Sign Up. Thanks for signing up! Bike
Info Model Family. Or Search By Keyword. We Buy Bikes. Tires 4 Life. Tire Install. NADA Guide.
Get Approved. Featured Pre-Owned. Want Your Harley. Text Club. Rev up your social calendar.
Backstage Party February 27, â€” December 27, Google Feb 15, Love it!!! Google Feb 13, Read
More Reviews. Golden, CO Get Directions. Welcome to Avalanche Harley-Davidson Since
opening the doors of Avalanche Harley-Davidson to the wider Denver community in , the
Veracka family team of Paul, Michael, and Dave has watched with pride as the dealership has
grown to fulfill their vision. Visit Us West Colfax Ave. Get In Touch Call Us: Apply for Financing
Service. View Facebook. Find Your Bike x. Search By Keyword Search:. Saved Vehicles x. Share
This x. Choose How To Share: share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin
share-via-email share-via-sms text. Contact Us x. Today's Hours: Open Today! Avalanche
Harley-Davidson Get Approved in Seconds! Skip to main content Indeed Home. Find jobs
Company reviews Find salaries. Upload your resume. Sign in. Find jobs. Company reviews. Find
salaries. Create your resume. Help Center. Review this company. Job Title. United States 15
reviews. Ratings by category. Sort by. Helpfulness Rating Date. English Any. Good place to
start in sales. Constant training and they provide a lot of tools to start your life in sales. Pay is
well below an average car dealership, even though the profits are very similar. Was this review
helpful? Yes No. Report Share Tweet. Copy link. Great Hussle for a team all around. I've moved
up the ladder fast and worked my butt off for this company and they have taken care of me
many different times and in many different ways. Everyone has there own stories but working in
the Internet department has by far been the best thing I've done for myself and now my career.
Find out for yourself. Not for a mechanic. Broken dreams, and false promises All started here,
for me.. The place is a revolving door, based solely on how much money you can bring the
owners. Management has some extreme issues. Yes 2 No. Could be a great work environment.
GM has Used Car Salesman attitude and will go to any length to sell product and cut costs,
including employee wages. Medical insurance is substandard and ability to get employee
pricing on product is a joke. Reputation for customer service and poor mechanical service is
horrible. This GM has worst reputation in the motorcycle world. Hours, medical and
non-existent employee pricing deals in product. Your experience matters. Help out others
considering your employer. Rate your employer. Always great people there! Laid back for the
most part. A lot of cattiest from the high up females. Always a party when bike night came but
very stressful. Yes 1 No. Decent place to work stressful I've worked for Harley for a long time,
this is the kind of job you do because you love Harley not to make good money. That being said
the work environment was very stressful could use some help with organization. The employees
are amazing the service manager is a great guy he does care about the employees, you could
definitely say the hours are way long considering the compensation. Yes 3 No. Cutthroat used
car sales mentality. Absolutely ruthless. Trying for volume and high gross all the time. Anything
but fair or honest. Treat customers like trash. Employees are disposable. Ride Harleys.
Everything else. Yes 14 No 1. No communications. All about sales, and nothing for follow up
with customers. Won't work on older bikes than Not even for a tire change. Only concerned
about new bike sales. Not about personal aervice. Yes 5 No. Jobs at Avalanche
Harley-Davidson. Motorcycle Sales Associate. Motorclothes Associate. Fast Paced. Very
competitive, fast paced with daily training. Daily Training. Overall great environment, be
prepared for sink or swim. The people are great, very goal oriented atmosphere, and on the job
training has gotten better over the years I've been here, but it is definitely a high pressure
environment as far as sales and number-focus goes. I enjoyed selling Harley Davidson's to
customers. Helping customers to get the dream bike they always wanted, The right bike for their
riding needs. I built a great customer base. Yes 3 No 2. Fun, laid back people with Motorcycles.

Greeley HD was a great place to work. I loved the people there and my managers. I learned a lot
about bikes there as well as the rental process for Harley-Davidson. My boss was
understanding and fun, and the general manager was approachable and was great. My
co-workers were friendly and nice. The Hardest part about this job was the customers
sometimes, however you can't always make someone happy no matter how nice you are. But
the job was great, and the hours were not bad. The best part was the free food I got. Long lunch,
and free food. Working the weekends. Yes 8 No 9. Seasonal Motorcycle Sales. Very High
Pressure Sales, A lot of used car dealership practices. Amazing family culture and awesome
location though. Yes 9 No 2. Tell us how to improve this page. Give Feedback. Find another
company. We were not able to detect your location. You can browse through all 3 jobs
Avalanche Harley-Davidson has to offer. Salary estimated from 56 employees, users, and past
and present job advertisements on Indeed. Rating is calculated based on 15 reviews and is
evolving. People have asked 7 questions about working at Avalanche Harley-Davidson. See the
answers, explore popular topics and discover unique insights from Avalanche Harley-Davidson
employees. Insights from 6 Indeed users who have interviewed with Avalanche Harley-Davidson
within the last 5 years. Skip to main content Indeed Home. Find jobs Company reviews Find
salaries. Upload your resume. Sign in. Find jobs. Company reviews. Find salaries. Create your
resume. Help Center. Avalanche Harley-Davidson Careers and Employment. Learn more. Easily
apply. Explore them all. Sales 2 jobs. See all available jobs. Sales Sales Associate. Explore more
salaries. Sales Associate in Golden, CO 4. Good place to start in sales. Constant training and
they provide a lot of tools to start your life in sales. Pay is well below an average car dealership,
even though the profits are very similar. Internet Sales in Golden, CO 5. Great Hussle for a team
all around. I've moved up the ladder fast and worked my butt off for this company and they have
taken care of me many different times and in many different ways. Everyone has there own
stories but working in the Internet department has by far been the best thing I've done for
myself and now my career. Find out for yourself. Technician I in Lakewood, CO 2. Not for a
mechanic. Broken dreams, and false promises All started here, for me.. The place is a revolving
door, based solely on how much money you can bring the owners. Fit Specialist in Golden, CO
2. Management has some extreme issues. Delivery Driver in Golden, CO 1. Could be a great
work environment. GM has Used Car Salesman attitude and will go to any length to sell product
and cut costs, including employee wages. Medical insurance is substandard and ability to get
employee pricing on product is a joke. Reputation for customer service and poor mechanical
service is horrible. This GM has worst reputation in the motorcycle world. See all reviews. What
would you say about your employer? Help fellow job seekers by sharing your unique
experience. Write a review. Popular questions Interviews Working Hours Benefits all. What is
Avalanche Harley-Davidson sick leave policy? How many sick days do you get per year?
October 28, How are the working hours at Avalanche Harley-Davidson? November 27, Great if
you hate your kids and family. On average, how many hours do you work a day at Avalanche
Harley-Davidson? They make appointments and stay open waaaay past their posted hours.
What questions did they ask during your interview at Avalanche Harley-Davidson? What tips or
advice would you give to someone interviewing at Avalanche Harley-Davidson? February 20, It's
a job, not a place to hang out and get paid just because you love talking about H-D. See
questions about: Interviews Working Hours Benefits. Do you have a heart beat? Shared on
October 28, Explore interviews. Find another company. Thanks for your interest in joining our
mailing list. Please complete the information below and click Sign Up. Email Address. First
Name. Last Name. Phone Number. Zip Code. By submitting this form, you are granting:
Avalanche Harley-Davidson, W. Colfax Ave. You may unsubscribe via the link found at the
bottom of every email. See our Email Privacy Policy for details. Emails are serviced by Constant
Contact. Blacked-out finishes from its powertrain to its air cleaner cover to its exhaust.
Equipped to take on the urban grid. This seat pays homage to the heritage of the iconic Cafe
Racer style. The fixed black speed screen leaves no question as to the attitude of the
motorcycle. Get behind it and hang on. Motorcycle availability is subject to prior sale and
system update. All models are shown online are full manufacturer lineup but may not be
available for immediate delivery. All models are available for special order from the
manufacturer or transfers from other dealerships. See dealer for details for availability and
ordering options. Valid from September 18, through December 31, for in-dealership use only.
H-D EV dealership participation may vary. Offer availability limited to first Eligible Participants
per participating EV dealership. Limited to one 1 poster and one 1 t-shirt per Eligible Participant.
While supplies last. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash equivalent. Offer is subject to change
without notice. Void where prohibited or restricted by law. See dealer for additional details.
Click through to the full terms and conditions. Open Today! Look for this link on your favorites:
Save. Phone: Sign Up. Thanks for signing up! Click for Price. Please Call For Price. Shopping

Tools. Check Availability. Schedule Test Ride. Get Pre-Approved. Blacked-out chopper profile
with the power to go beyond the city limits. Styling and Features. Iron Gallery. Other Available
Colors. Bike Specs. Length Seat Height, Laden Ground Clearance 4. Rake steering head deg 30
Trail 4. Wheelbase Weight, As Shipped lb. Weight, In Running Order lb. Stroke 3. Displacement
Lights as per country regulation , Indicator Lamps High beam, neutral, low oil pressure, turn
signals, engine diagnostics, low fuel warning, low battery, security system if equipped , ABS if
equipped Gauges Handlebar-mounted electronic speedometer with odometer, time-of-day clock,
dual tripmeter, low fuel warning light, low oil pressure light, engine diagnostics readout, LED
indicator lights. Back To Top. For New Bikes: Available Inventory. Disclaimer: Motorcycle
availability is subject to prior sale and system update. Visit Us West Colfax Ave. Golden, CO Get
In Touch Call Us: Apply for Financing Service. View Facebook. Find Your Bike x. Search By
Keyword Search:. Saved Vehicles x. Share This x. Choose How To Share: share-via-facebook
share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email share-via-sms text. Contact Us x. Today's
Hours: Open Today! Ask a Question. Morning Afternoon Evening. Avalanche Harley-Davidson
Get Approved in Seconds! For Businesses. Write a Review. Hours updated over 3 months ago.
Contact the business for more information about recent service changes. Golden, CO Business
owner information. Harry S. We specialize in new and used Harley-Davidson Motorcycles. Our
Wildly Important Goal as a company is "to fulfill dreams by delivering a premium customer
experience creating customers for life". Our team is driven by the passion for the
Harley-Davidson brand, motorcycling and the fire within each of us to be independent. Ask a
question. Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their
reviews. Learn more. Had a big project and so reached out to several that are in this area.
Avalanche was the only one that bothered responding to my request for a quote so i thought
that was a good sign. I even followed up with one of the dealers and after 2 tries i just gave up.
Ken in service was the first person i worked with. Start to finish he was really consultative, on
top of everything, and made the process fun. Has a great memory and is super friendly. Scott
was the technician that did the build. I asked a lot but he stepped up and was amazing. Best
communication of any mechanic I've ever worked with and a super nice dude. Wayne did the
dyno tuning and just did a great job of that too. He took the time to explain everything at the
level of detail that i needed and I was impressed with how he understood the value of that. Most
mechanics don't. Also a level 5 master mechanic. Randy helped me out and delivered the bike
to my door, and really took a genuine interest in making sure my whole experience was great.
Went out of his way for sure. And finally, Gerald Jay helped me out with parts I needed and a
curb side pickup when the pandemic was going strong. Another guy that totally gets the value
of great communication and customer experience. For me, Avalanche has been the best HD
dealer in the Denver area so far. I've been to 3, and while there was a warm welcome at the other
ones, these guys just paid Attention to the details a bit better than the rest. And for me, that
matters. Where to start. I just purchased a new motorcycle from Avalanche. Everything was
great except a small misunderstanding. To say the GM Harry went out of his way to resolve the
issue is an understatement. In actuality the entire staff spent a lot of time making things perfect
for me. They provided a level of service from a time long ago where people cared about
customers. They gained a customer for life. It would serve you well to make sure this is your
first and only stop when looking for anything Harley! Cathey C. Business Manager. Hi MM, thank
you for your review! We're so glad you are happy! We appreciate your business. Come see us
anytime. Read more. Elite ' Sometimes you got to clear your head, maybe it's time to revisit
buying a motorcycle. As I was walking towards the front door I was greeted by Luke. He was
great. He answered questions and showed me around the show room as we talked about
different motorcycles. Thanks for sharing, Cindy! Please come in and clear your head at any
time!! Denise Rimero in clothing did a great job! Helped me with the right size, ask for her!
Thank you for sharing, Dave! We are happy that Denise was able to help you. Come visit us
anytime! I just want to start out by saying this tale ends beautifully! Read the entire thing! I have
heard both negative and positive things about this dealership from prominent riders. Mixed
tales of woe and frustration. I took my riding course here and I had a great experience but my
friend did not. That's her story to tell. I've been told not to buy from this establishment as well.
That being said - I got my motorcycle license in October. I just started riding regularly about two
months ago. I was on an older Honda Shadow I fell in love. Easy to ride, I felt safe. So, I started
looking at newer Shadows because I was ready to upgrade to a bigger engine. I wanted a little
more power and I didn't want to spend a ton of money. I popped open my laptop and took a look
at my options. I went through the blowout bikes and there she was. A Honda Shadow Phantom
with miles on it. Matte black and sexy as hell. I compared the asking price to others online and it
was under what the going rate was, anywhere I looked. So, I applied for the preapproval I knew
I'd make it, credit score over No one responded. I decided to call. The conversation I had left me

feeling broken and like this place's reputation was exactly what everyone was telling me. I was
told that I couldn't test ride it and that they weren't selling that bike at this time. Imagine my
confusion when hearing this as it's being blatantly advertised on their website. They were
willing to pass on a sale in order to sell me a Harley. She even asked me "have you ever thought
about a harley? Yes ma'am, I have and I am not ready for that yet. You'd think that if I gave them
my business and it was a smooth transaction, I'd come back for the next step up. I work in
sales, I know how it goes Let's go back to my friend who had a shit experience with the riding
class. She was like "Let's go there anyway and see what they say! I love her so much. So, I rode
the to the dealership and the first person to help me was Austin B. He came back and verified
that the bike wasn't being sold at this time. So, I asked him to take my name and number and
told him to give me a call when the bike was going to actually be for sale. I told him I didn't want
a Harley and no one was going to change my mind. I just wasn't ready and I know myself. Why
buy something that I'm uncomfortable with to ruin my entire riding experience? Silly, I think.
Austin asked if I had seen the bike outside and I hadn't. We walked out there together and there
she was, in person. Face to face with what I wanted and couldn't have. Have you ever felt that?
As I'm staring the bike down, crying on the inside and cursing the experience, Justin comes out
and let's me know that there must've been some sort of miscommunication. We can get the
paperwork going and get me on that bike. What a quick change of events that was! I don't go
from A - Z like that. There were a few things I wanted to know in between. After I shared the
things I needed to know, out comes Nathan C. Nathan has been there from when my friend and I
first even showed interest in riding last August. That's SO important in the sales realm. We
chatted for a bit and compared the new Honda to the old Honda. I finally felt ready. Confident in
my purchase. We step inside. Nathan kindly passed me back to Austin and confirmed that I was
in good hands. Austin put up with our questions and negotiations. He was kind, patient and
seemed to think we were funny I ended up reaching out to my credit union in the interim and
received an amazing rate and loan term. Justin was quick to send over the Buyer's Order the
next day and I was able to ride out of there on the bike I thought I'd never obtain. I have to say,
without Nathan, I think we would have walked away and taken our business someplace else.
Add Justin and Austin to the mix and we ended up having a super badass experience. I can't
forget Tony either! He works on the bikes there and was so helpful. If I had gotten other's
names, they'd be praised too. Being a female and new to riding, sometimes this is an
intimidating experience. I didn't feel that once. I love my bike and you'll get my business again.
Thanks for sharing your story, Jennifer! We are so pleased to know that the final outcome is
another happy Avalanche family member. We appreciate you! If I could give no stars or minus
stars I would. I don't know why when I'm buying parts from here it's always a issue. They will
not even take a return that I did online through them. They want me to do all the foot work.
Yesterday the parts manager was not helpful what so ever. He told me read the back and it
clearly states. I'll never waste another dime here. Beware this H-D location is a rip off. They even
couldn't fix my brothers bike and the "mechanic" who allegedly fixed it didn't have a license to
give it a test drive. Thought I'd post this picture so you can see free in store returns. Hi Jason,
We're sorry to see that you had some issues. Not sure what happened, if you could reach out to
me, Cathey, Customer Experience Manager, I'd like to try to help. Thank you. Beautiful big shop
with a good selection of merchandise. I always wonder The showroom floor was well-stocked.
We were greeted by many folks on the way in and ended up purchasing more branded merch
here than other locations. Thank you for stopping in, Rebecca! Come visit anytime! My buddy
and I were on a mile bike trip when his developed a mechanical problem. After being rudely
dismissed at the dealership in Grand Junction, we limped to Boulder. Avalanche HD was VERY
busy but the service manager Tony I think went out of his way to make sure we got taken care
of and 4 hours later we were back on the road. Everyone there was very friendly. Kai in sales
was also incredibly friendly! I highly recommend this dealership. So glad we could help, Lance!
Stop in for a visit anytime! Worst experience ever. It started off okay. I got pre-approved and
sent them all the info they requested. I went to look at the different bikes they had and was told
the banks are having issues and they would call me in 3 days. Little did they know I had cash in
hand to purchase the Motorcycle I picked out, but I like to see how a company treats me a
younger person before I give them my money. I never head from them and tried to call them
back multiple times. I went to another company and bought my Motorcycle that week because
the other company was willing to follow up and actually wanted a sale. I would steer clear from
this place if you actually want to be treated like a human. Hi NIck, we're very sorry to read your
issues. Because we are Colorado's highest volume dealer, we do sometimes become
overwhelmed, and sometimes fail to follow up every single time. We are working to improve our
customer service always! Come back anytime, we'd love the opportunity to turn this around.
Worst customer service ever!! I wish I could give zero stars. They had no interest in helping me

when I walked in and continued to walk by me while I waited. Nate was amazing sales men and
Johnny was great it was along day but we'll worth my deal. I went in after talking with a
salesman a few times over about a month or so, interested in a used bike they had in inventory.
Finally ready to pull the trigger. After looking at the bike and giving them the information on my
trade-in I was ready to talk seriously. Okay, we're negotiating, I'll make an offer way below what
I'm willing to pay and hope he meets me somewhere closer, and maybe they'll offer a little more
on the trade. He takes the numbers back to his boss. Then proceeds to make we wait for over
90min! The original salesman I dealt with checks on me and asks me to be patient. As I'm
leaving empty handed, not taking a used unit off the lot that's been there for at least 3 months,
the guy has the nerve to be condescending to me. I was fully expecting to be loyal to this
dealership, as I've been there for service before and had got experiences. After waiting for
several hours, being extremely low-balled on my trade, and no wiggle room on their price
whatsoever, plus the overall attitude of their employee, I'm done going here. They've lost a
customer for life. This new location is in a wonderful building. It's new, clean and beautiful. Yet,
I hate to go there even to pick up parts. Constantly asking questions about what I am riding and
why I am there. I get asked for my email address and phone number half a dozen times before I
get to the parts counter. I understand sales but this place really over does it in my opinion. I
gave them my number once during a really pushy trade in evaluation and they harassed me
daily until I begged them to stop. So, as a follow-up to the purchase of my motorcycle earlier
this summer, I wanted to give some additional kudos to Randy Jensen at Avalanche HD. When I
returned home, I attempted to have a second barrel key made but, the dealership could not
duplicate it. However, a few days ago, Randy called to inform me that they found the missing
second key and FOB during an audit. It would have been easy to just toss these items because I
would never have known the difference. But, that's not the way Randy rolls This is another
example of Randy going way above and beyond with his customer service skills. He honestly
cares about his customers. I highly recommend to anyone who does business with Avalanche
HD to contact Randy directly. He will never let you down. Thanks, Randy! I wasn't shopping for
a new bike. In fact, I was traveling through Colorado from California when my buddy's bike
broke down and we ended up at Avalanche HD. Of course, while killing time, I had to look at the
bikes and, thanks to Randy Jensen, I found the bike I have lusted after for a couple of years. A
low mileage pre-owned Electra Glide Ultra Limited. Long story short: if it wasn't for Randy and
his exceptional customer service, I probably would not have purchased the bike. He took the
time to arrange a comparison ride with a new model show me all the features and brokered the
deal with sales. I can't say enough about what a positive experience it was to work with him. He
deserves ALL the credit for my decision to purchase. I negotiated some simple add-on items
such as fairing pouches, seat pad and second key FOB. Unfortunately, I was not on my bike on
the road until after PM! Of course, by then, the afternoon thunderstorms, hail and lightning were
over me for the next hour as I headed west. It should never have taken that long so, I am giving
Avalanche HD a three star rating because of it. The good news is I'm very happy with the bike
and the price we agreed on. Was looking into a trade for a New Harley but what made us go to
Avalanche Harley was that they take anything on trade so we where going to trade are camper.
At first they offered us a deal but as a purchaser you try and wheel in deal. We tried to get a bit
more but then they dragged there feet. I know why, it was the last day of the month and they
purposely waited for the first so they didn't have to give any more off the deal or more for are
camper. They extremely lowball are trade! Very disappointed. We went to Sun Harley and there
deal was around the same but they did dick us around. They where straight shooters. So I
recommend Sun Harley. At Avalanche Harley thet just blow smoke up your butt to get you down
there!! Went to new dealership to help my GF purchase a new Harley. Asked the salesman the
MSRP of the bike on the floor. He ignored the question so i asked again. He mumbled he didn't
know. Excuse me? She left satisfied and that is the important thing but only after an hour of
haggling. I found a used motorcycle on their website spoke to their online sales specialist
Jeffery. The used Harley I wanted they refused to take a hold deposit from me,but Jeffery
assured me the bike would be there when I arrived in Golden miles into my trip to buy said bike
they sold it to another customer out from under me after I verbally committed to buy the
motorcycle. The General sales manager Matt said I was a fool for believing one of his
salespeople's word that I was safe to drive miles too complete purchase of motorcycle. Bottom
line if a salesperson at avalanche Harley promises something get it in writing they lie. I call Matt
the GM a crook and a shit weasel and that he should wear these epitaph's proudly , he said he
would. Hi Vaughn, Sounds like you're not happy with us. Feel free to call and ask for me,
Cathey. I'm the Customer Experience Manager and will help if I can. We got a great deal on a
brand new street glide special. The staff were elpful and went out of their way to find us the bike
we wanted. So far so good. Looking at a iron. Come on down for a good time. Dope store too.

Megahn crushing it with the retail department. What a deal? And they did, BUT they jacked up
the price of the new bike. After I figured it out i called the dealership and of coarse they said no
that is not what they did. You can now request information from this business directly from
Yelp. Business website. Phone number. G-Force Powersports. Show all. Get free quotes on Yelp
now. Motorcycle Dealers Near Me. Motorcycle Gear Near Me. Motorcycle Shops Near Me. What
forms of payment are accepted? Avalanche Harley-Davidson accepts credit cards. How is
Avalanche Harley-Davidson rated? Avalanche Harley-Davidson has 3. What days are Avalanche
Harley-Davidson open? Yelp, , and related marks are registered trademarks of Yelp. Log In. Sign
Up. Home Services. Auto Services. Avalanche Harley-Davidson. Open AM - PM. See photos.
Loading interface Add Photo. Review Highlights. Get directions. Amenities and More. Accepts
Credit Cards. Bike Parking. Paid Wi-Fi. Wheelchair Accessible. About the Business. Ask the
Community. Recommended Reviews. Search within reviews Search within reviews. Username
Location. Methinks not. I've experienced better. I'm a fan. As good as it gets! Kirk L. San
Francisco, CA. Broomfield, CO. Cindy L. Scottsdale, AZ. Useful 2. Cool 1. Dave P. Pagosa
Springs, CO. Jennifer M. Denver, CO. Jason R. Rebecca K. Petersburg, FL. Useful 1. Lance D.
Auburn, WA. Nick K. Littleton, CO. Funny 1. San Diego, CA. Arvada, CO. Useful 4. Miatsu K.
Useful 3. Chris P. Folsom, CA. Richard D. Commerce City, CO. Useful 5. Wes M. Boulder, CO.
Vaughn M. Fort Smith, AR. Leya N. Tyson P. Kim V. Request Information. Business website
avalancheharley. Phone number People Also Viewed. Browse Nearby. Motorcycle Dealers in
Golden. Yelp for Business. Languages English. Countries United States. About Blog Support
Terms. Open now. For Businesses. Write a Review. Hours updated over 3 months ago. Contact
the business for more information about recent service changes. Golden, CO Business owner
information. Harry S. We specialize in new and used Harley-Davidson Motorcycles. Our Wildly
Important Goal as a company is "to fulfill dreams by delivering a premium customer experience
creating customers for life". Our team is driven by the passion for the Harley-Davidson brand,
motorcycling and the fire within each of us to be independent. Ask a question. Your trust is our
top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. These guys
are super welcoming to new lady riders! I recommend you see Nate! No pressure and super
easy going when looking for my first bike. I was a bit nervous at first, but I'm feeling good about
where I am and who I am considering buying my first Harley from! A great place to learn from a
fit specialist or spend some time with the friendly staff. However, when I learned that it was
Avalanche, I felt sick. I've been to Avalanche Harley Colfax 17 times, over the past 5 years, and
have ALWAYS come away from the experience with negative feelings -- the staff is
under-trained, haughty, and inattentive. They don't know their product line at all, and they're
generally rude and cold. I went there last weekend, and could not get anyone to give me the
time of day for over 15 minutes. When I did get their attention, they couldn't answer any of my
questions. The person that was "helping me" was totally distracted the entire time, and the
information he gave me was in direct conflict with the Harley website information I later looked
into. Don't do it! There are far superior dealerships that will match their "Great Deal". Trust me,
all the hype.. I purchased a Ultra classic from them. Struggled with the company for 3 years
trying to get them to make by bike run correctly. The former manager lied to me about assuring
me they would stand behind thier motorcycle. When they attempted to bandage the problem
Harley in Milwaukee stated it was no longer thier responsibility due to Avalanches work. After 3
years the service Manager said they would no longer try to fix it and that I should just purchase
a new bike. Filled with frustration, I met with them to trade in my piece of crap for a new one.
Avalanche sales manager did nothing but patronize me and try to rip me off. When I called him
on it he became angry. I left and purchased a harley from Grand Junction Harley. They have
been through over employees since taking over So just purchased my first Harley From Tony C.
Highly Recommend Avalanche and look for Tony C. Ordered some touring bags , and they miss
ordered the locks , screws missing to assemble the locks ,really I just paid the much and your
charging me for a few nuts and bolts. Dan G. I usually find a HD store wherever I travel and
purchase a t-shirt with a picture on the back of the area. Visiting Denver for the week and drove
out of the way to this store. As soon as I walked in the store, I should have known I was wasting
my time. The girl at the front desk just stared at me - didn't say hi, welcome, no
acknowledgment. I went straight to the t-shirt section, didn't see anything and wandered
around. Had a sales clerk following me around and eye balling me the entire time. But as soon
as I turned around to ask her for help she was "busy" and ignored me. I like t-shirts with a
picture on the back instead of just the name of the store. I asked another clerk for help and she
just pointed and said all the tshirts are there. The clerk that was following me around started
hanging at the tower so I asked her what tshirt backs she had and all she said was pull out the
shirt and look. There was one shirt another customer found with a nice pictured back. I asked
the eyeballer if there were more and she said no. But at the same time the other clerk said she

could go look in the back. When I said ok, she said oh they were out and the new ones are in the
back but they can't bring them out just yet. The one the customer had just happened to sneak
out of the back storage. Extremely rude service. I didn't buy anything and just walked out. Nice
people but came in only to purchase gifts clothing, etc and if you even mention a single interest
in a bike they hound you non-stop and follow you around while you try to shop. Customer
Experience M. Business Customer Service. Christine, I am sorry the hear that we missed the
mark with you. If you have anymore feedback about your experience I would like to hear it,
please call the dealership at Read more. We love our local Harley. Our most recent visit has
been for some Christmas shopping and they have great deals and a welcoming environment.
Will never ever go here again. This was our first time going to avalanche Harley. We have
bought our Harley's from sun Harley or from high country in the past. We thought we would try
this one out, since we knew what a big inventory they had. The staff is the absolute worst,
however Phil the salesman is excellent and did a great job, very kind and friendly. However the
rest of the staff is awful. Took over an hour and half to look at our current bike to see what is
was worth, the staff doesn't seem to know what they are doing and it's totally un professional. I
could on and on but will stop there. Will never be back. Since I live in Parker I started my search
at Mile High Harley and I just did not like the pushy sales approach the rep demonstrated, it was
real turn off. So my wife asked if there was anywhere else I wanted to go and I remembered
hearing on the radio that Avalanche Harley was having a big sale so we drove up there. From
the moment we got there we felt welcomed. Guy, the salesman who helped us was personable,
engaging, and very attentive to what our wants and needs were. His relaxed, laid back approach
was just what we were looking for and really made the Harley buying experience very painless
and worry free. I will definitely recommend Avalanche Harley and will for sure purchase my next
bike here. Thanks guys for a great experience!!!! My new Street Glide from Avalanche Harley.
Hey David! We're glad Guy was able to help you out, and that we got you taken care of : See you
at the next Bike Night! Customer Experience Manager. Went into Avalanche today to possibly
see about purchasing a motorcycle trading in my other two to get down from two payments to
one payment Craig and Nate did everything that they could considering the conditions of the
trade unfortunately the deal didn't get done but as always Craig the sales manager did a
Kick-Ass job and trying to get to happen I will be back to get a third bike eventually just got to
get wet rid of one of the other no worries and thank you Nate for doing a great job and working
with me today and getting things taken care of again Craig and Nate took really good care of me
today and unfortunately was unable to purchase a third motorcycle. OK - it's been a few months
since I purchased my new Harley at Avalanche. The decision to leave a dealership that we loved
and that had treated us as family was met with much trepidation. After a few bumps here and
there I have no regrets. You will have to search a long time to find a team more committed to
costumer satisfaction. The dealership is alive, fun, and has a large selection of bikes to choose
from. We look forward to a great relationship. I dropped my Street Glide off last week with Price
at Avalanche. Great guy and very knowledgeable. He knows the meaning of great customer
service! Thanks for all your help and just being an over all cool guy. Price is one of the many
reasons I love Avalanche. I will be a customer for life. Keep up the good work guys!! Hey Ben!
Thanks so much for the positive feedback, and we're glad Price was able to help you out! Let us
know how we can help in the future : Customer Experience Manager. After our service
experience Avalanche HD has completely lost our business. Service advisor was
unprofessional, and had a lack of serious customer satisfaction. We were the first customers
into the shop to get a simple tire change and suspension adjustment and WAITED for over 3
hours. Sun HD is the only way to go!! Hey Anastasia! While we are doing everything we can to
expidite the service process, we do still have areas where we need to improve, and I'm glad that
you've taken the time to point out to us where those areas are - we would never be able to
improve if it weren't for customer feedback. Thank you again, and have a wonderful day!
Avalanche Harley-Davidson. I went to the service department yesterday to get a battery for my
bike. On the way in everybody was so welcoming on the way in, then when I got to service
department it seemed like everyone wanted to help me out! I wait long Nick had my battery in a
flash and was quick to help me book an appointment to get my bike in before Sturgis, despite
how busy they were.. Thanks guys! I have been to Avalanche Harley twice now. The first time
was not so great. Brent helped me with looking at bikes, and John was the sales manager. John
was very pushy and even tried to get me to sign the Harley Visa application as part of the
"normal process" not explaining that it was a separate application for a credit card. Not sure
why I decided to go back, but the second time I talked to Nikki and Adam They actually found
me a bike I wanted at a price I could afford, so I purchased from them a month ago and have
been happy ever since! Go to Avalanche Harley, just make sure you talk to Nikki and Adam. Hey
Tommy! We apologize for your first experience with us, but we're very glad that Adam and Nikki

were able to turn it around for you! I just bought a Street Glide from Avalanche and they were
great from start to end. With my credit the finance guys had to work a miracle to get me
financed, but they did it. All the sales people and service guys are professional and courteous,
and the new place is awesome. Second visit to this dealer and ladies were very helpful with our
purchase of Tshirts. However, three of our shirts still have hard security tags on them and we
live in California. Not so good!!! Pay closer attention is my advise!! One of the Best!! Visiting
from California we forgot jackets so went to Avalanche. It was closing time but the nice lady let
us in and we didn't feel rushed. Excellent customer service! We went back twice after and
Kaylee and Kelly were awesome! Thanks to the guy wearing cowboy boots for indulging my
husband Grandson who is blind with sitting on a Harley and starting it! Excellent service all the
way around! I've been riding Harley's hanging out in local shops since when I was 18 years old I
stop in when I have to for things like hard to find 60wt oil for my old Shovelhead and listen to
the stupid comments by the douchebag that works the parts counter how Shovelhead's "need
thick oil to hold them together", and only because it's the closest HD dealer to me and I get my
free cup of coffee. I'll never buy shit in this store other than factory parts I need, I'll add to my
collection of 12 bikes somewhere else. Suck it Nerds. You can now request information from
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